Variation in process S: effects on sleep continuity and architecture.
Given the two-process model of sleep regulation, and the hypothesis that the sleep disorder in depressive illness is a consequence of a deficient Process S, it was predicted that relatively high levels of S would result in enhanced sleep continuity, increased slow-wave sleep (SWS), prolonged rapid-eye-movement (REM) latency, and less REM sleep. These predictions were tested in two studies. In Study 1, the level of Process S (at 0900 h prior to a 3-h sleep episode) was varied by altering the time and duration of prior nocturnal sleep (2400-0300 h, 0300-0600 h, 2400-0600 h). In Study 2, the leve of Process S (at 2400 h prior to an 8-h sleep episode) was varied by studying subjects when they had not napped or had taken 2-h naps beginning at either 1000 or 1900 h. As predicted by the model, SWS varied reliably depending on the level of S at bedrest, as did indices of sleep continuity at night. Contrary to prediction, however, REM sleep was either increased (Study 1) or did not change reliably (Study 2). It is suggested that, contrary to the other aspects of sleep, REM sleep is strongly influenced by circadian and homeostatic processes and that Process S plays a relatively minor role in its regulation.